GOLF COURSE
Kuala Lumpur Golf & Country Club

SUPERINTENDENT
Mohd Nizam Othman

GRASS TYPES
Fairways, Approaches, Collars
Bermuda Celebration

Tees
Zoysia

Greens
TifEagle

Intermediate Rough
Bermuda Celebration

Primary Rough
Bermuda Celebration

MOWING SCHEDULES
TEES
AM&PM: Mow
Height of Cut: 10mm

FAIRWAYS
AM&PM: Mow
Height of Cut: 14mm

Approaches
PM: Mow
Height of Cut: 12mm

COLLARS
PM: Mow
Height of Cut: 10mm

GREENS
AM+PM: Cut & Roll
Height of Cut: 3.1mm
Speed: 11'

PRIMARY ROUGH
Maintained as needed
Height of Cut: 63mm